We compare the results of the recently published anharmonic theory of librons to the best available data on the libron Raman frequencies. This allows us to deduce a refined estimate of the effective value of the intermolecular quadrupolar coupling constant Γ eff for solid H 2 and D 2 . The effect on the librons of virtual transitions to the ( J=3) rotational state is included with the result that Γ eff is decreased. Our estimate from the optical data is then Γ eff =0.72±0.04 and 0.58±0.03 cm −1 for D 2 (x=1) and H 2 (x=1), respectively, at zero pressure, where x denotes the mole fraction of J=1 molecules. We also use the anharmonic density of states to analyze specific heat and (∂P/∂T) V data from which we obtain the average libron energy as a function of x. For D 2 (x=1) the result is Γ eff =0.70±0.04 cm −1 . Measurements of the conversion-induced pressure change in H 2 give Γ eff =0.56±0.03 cm −1 . Both these determinations are in good agreement with the results from optical data for librons. Furthermore, it is found that there is no significant difference between Γ eff (x=1) and Γ eff determined from pair spectra in H 2 and D 2 with x≪1. The anharmonic density of states is also used to interpret the infrared absorption sideband spectrum for the creation of a vibron plus libron(s). The part of the spectrum which we attribute to one-libron processes has a width in agreement with this model and as expected there are two-libron processes resulting from cubic anharmonic libron-libron interactions. Incoherent-neutronscattering data is also consistent with the anharmonic-libron spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION The purpose of this paper is to discuss the various manifestations of anharmonic interactions between librational waves (librons) in solid Hm and Dz. ' Here we consider the following four experimental quantities: (i) the Raman scattering due to librons, (ii) the specific heat of librons and the related quantity (aP/aT)», (iii) the infrared absorption due to simultaneously exciting the stretching mode of a molecule (a vibron) and creating one or more librons, and (iv) the cross section for inelastic neutron scattering due to librons.
As has been shown previously, ' the Raman spectrum provided conclusive proof that even a qualitative understanding of the libron spectrum at zero wave vector requires a consideration of anharmonic effects. Here we show the effects at nonzero wave vector by studying the effects of anharmonic interactions of the libron specific heat and (ap/aT)». We also point out that the infrared and neutron experiments show evidence of the same effects.
Before discussing individual experiments, let us briefly review the physical effects of librational anharmonicity.
In so doing, one should distinguish between cubic and quartic anharmonic interactions.
In this connection it is useful to recall that the harmonic libron Hamiltonian is dominated by those terms which conserve the number of librational excitations. As a result, although, in principle, the transformation which diagonalizes the quadratic libron Hamiltonian mixes libron creation and destruction operators, the effect of the anharmonic interactions can be estimated neglecting this mixing. Then the predominant effect of the cubic interactions is to cause one libron to decay into two and vice versa, whereas the quartic interactions mainly cause two initial-state librons to scatter into two final-state librons. These processes are shown schematically in Fig. 1 .
Note that the cubic anharmonic interactions connect the single-libron states with the two-libron states. The familiar "repulsion of energy levels" causes large downward shifts in the higher-energy single-libron states, thereby leading to the observed compression of the single-libron spectrum.
Thus, whereas a harmonic calculation gives the single-libron energies at k = 0 as 13. 66I', 17.721', and 29 . 04t', where Figure 2 shows the fit of (BP/sT)v data. In Fig. 3 The two experiments we shall discuss here are (i) the infrared absorption associated with the libron side bands of the intramolecular vibrational excitation and (ii) the incoherent scat-. tering of neutrons by librons.
In Fig. 4 we show the infrared absorption spectrum near the intramolecular vibrational excitation as observed by Clouter et al. 8 These authors were not able to understand the libron side band in terms of the harmonic density of states. However, the ideas described in the introduction lead to a natural interpretation.
From the Fig. 1 
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For h', we write
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The term involving 9 is readily evaluated using Eq. (A12):
For the other terms in Eoi. (A14c) we set R" ' ". equal to its value in the ground state, so that m+m'=0 and within the single-libron manifold we may write Thus, a'= f NE +Q n" [-v Eo+A] where N is the number of molecules and
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+Z Z 'E""6", (i) 4 fry mm' n~n'&0 x[5T", ". 5R ' "e+U"". Si Fig. 7 with matrix elements given in Eq. (CS). The Raman and infrared cross sections for two-libron processes are then given by the diagrams shown in Fig. 8 .
Note that for the Raman spectrum there are "local" and "nonlocal" processes as shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively. For the infrared absorption, one need consider only the "local" processes shown in Fig. 8(c) . The "nonlocal*' process shown in Fig. 8(d) is negligible because it requires sites i and k both to be nearest neighbors of site j. In contrast, for the process of Fig. 8(b) there is no such restriction. One might argue that the vibron in Fig. 8(d 
